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Who can work on land consolidation
projects in the Czech Republic?








They are the physical persons, with the qualification for
projecting
This qualification prove by „Special authorization given by
the law“ (license)
The conditions for getting this license are enumerated in
the law No. 139/2002Coll. (on land consolidation and land
offices)
The „special authorization“ is given by Central Land
Office, based on written demand
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Who can get the „special authorization“
(license) ?
The authorization is given to person fulfilling the following:








Qualification for legal acts
Moral integrity
University graduate or high school education terminated
with exam (geodesy, agriculture, forestry, environmental
protection)
3 years experience (university graduate)
6 years experience (high school education)
Exam of special aptitudes

The exam of „special authorization“
The authorization is granted to the day of passing the
exam.Prior of exam the suppliant submit the proposal of
design of land consolidation which elaborated or
participated substantially; the Central Land Office
elaborates the references of it.
The subjects of exam are following:

Special knowledge of projecting of land consolidation and
related domains, above all geodesy, water and forest
husbandry, municipality planning, transport constructions,
soil protection and landscape preservation

The knowledge of valid laws in the subjects and related
domains
Only two repetitions are possible
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Who organize and ensure the exam?






The exam and its organization is ensured by the Central
land Office
The members of exams committee are named by the
director of Central land Office.
The members of exams committee are:
- the employees of land offices
- specialist of schools
- experienced designers
- the members of the Czech – Moravian Chamber of land
consolidation

What the authorized person can do?



Draws up the design of land consolidation
Elaborates the references and viewpoints in the domain
of land consolidation

The database of authorized persons is kept in the Central
Land Office. To 30.4.2006 there were 765 persons in
the database
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What the authorized persons have to
use?
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